people hate vegans freud could explain why vegan chowhound - ever wonder why so many people inexplicably hate vegans and have such strong reactions to it it s not preachy vegans causing it freud can explain why, how to handle fear and fear aggression in dogs the - tweet sumome tweet when most people think of aggression dominance aggression typically comes to mind especially these days when some popular trainers feel as though every abnormal behavior is a result of a dogs struggle for dominance and pack status, brain science iae pedia - frequently in my early teaching career i taught a computer literacy course in this course i taught my student that a computer is a machine for the input storage processing and output of information, why do women really want equality return of kings - tb is a psychology grad observer of society aspiring rental housing magnate currently trying to organize a protest to protest protests and advocate for men kicking ass and then taking names, brain scans can reveal your decisions 7 seconds before you - in a kind of spooky experiment scientists at the max planck institute for human cognitive and brain sciences reveal that our decisions are made seconds before we become aware of them, six reasons why people self injure mentalhelp - the enigma of self injury self injury which occurs when someone cuts or burns or otherwise harms themselves is one of the harder behaviors associated with mental illness for people to fathom, how to stop thinking you ll be alone forever - hi petra you left a comment on my blog thanks for introducing me to your website there s some really useful info on here i do worry that i ll be single forever and at times i ve almost come to terms with the idea, predestination 2014 explained astronomy trek - predestination 2014 is based upon a 1959 short story titled all you zombies by sci fi writer robert a heinlein and is a stylish time travel movie exploring the paradoxical nature of time travel with its intricate chronology of events this cerebral sci fi thriller navigates through multiple twists of fate, pisces man personality blogger - pisces man the pisces man is the last sign in the zodiac and considered to be an old soul pisces men are torn between the spiritual realm and the real world of materialism pisces men may never seem entirely at ease as a result of these pulling forces, why we ditched attachment parenting holistic squid - as soon as i was cleared for exercise i began wrapping the baby into my mai tai carrier and marching on a mountain hike that was a few minutes walk from our home, historian did hitler have reason to hate the jews - respected historian ralf georg reuth argues that hitler may have had a real reason to hate the jews noted for his breadth of knowledge on world wars i and ii and its prominent figures german historian reuth has enjoyed much acclaim for his numerous books covering the world wars era drawing, the number one reason men suddenly lose interest - why did he lose interest when things seemed to be going so well this question is all too common this is how it all usually goes down you meet a guy and feel the proverbial spark numbers are exchanged flirty texting ensues and eventually you go on a date and it s amazing the chemistry is, mormons are completely fucking retarded please god no - joseph smith was the only one of jesus disciples to get shot in the face with a gun of all religions i would have to say the mormonism is the most delusionally retarded, are you an attractive introvert christie hartman phd - spread the love! just read an article on the huffington post called 7 things you thought you knew about introverts introverts are generally quieter people they re internal unlike extroverts who feel at ease talking and making their feelings and opinions known to anyone who will listen introverts tend to keep their feelings and opinions, am i the narcissist melanie tonia evans - melanie tonia evans is an international narcissistic abuse recovery expert she is an author radio host and founder of quanta freedom healing and the narcissistic abuse recovery program melanie s healing and teaching methods have liberated thousands of people from the effects of narcissistic abuse world wide, just waiting to die the mad philosopher - peggy april 5 2006 at 0036 utc hello i too have lost the lust for life i exist only because of the furry four legged friends i have i have been in love twice the last being 13 years ago, 15 signs of a toxic relationship home hey sigmund - toxic relationships will cause monumental breakage to people families and workplaces but they aren t necessarily the territory of the weak downtrodden and insecure, i hate my life and feel hopeless you are unique your - i feel that i have made a complete botch job of my life i have generally made poor decisions in most facets of my life when i was about 19 i decided that i didn t care anymore and i was just going to drink a lot and have a lot of sex, in a relationship with a narcissist a guide to - narcissistic relationships are formed when one or both partners struggle with a narcissistic personality narcissistic personality disorder npd is defined by the mayo clinic as a mental disorder in which people have an inflated sense of their own importance and a deep need for admiration, my husband s narcissistic mother love life learning center - recently seperated from my husband of three years we have been together for 10 we have an eight year old daughter and at the beginning we had many problems since we were so
young started dating him when i was 16 and didn't marry right away, fear and manipulation perfect together psychopaths and love - fear is the best way to set someone up for manipulation, fear robs us of our ability to think rationally, it causes us to give our power away to someone else if we believe they can remove the threat, a cry for justice domestic violence and the church the - here is the letter that she received from the diocese link, we know from the most recent incident involving you and mrs wright the principal while you were still physically at holy trinity school that the temporary restraining order in effect were not a deterrent to him, study reveals the age men find women most attractive and - but some disturbing data shows that as women if we want to be attractive as we age the best thing we can do is really just not age past 20, the main reason people leave a church thomrainer com - update listen to the podcast episode about this post numbers of gifted persons and organizations have studied the phenomenon of the church back door, the metaphorical way we describe people leaving the church, 7 tips for dealing with controlling parents sheblossoms - so part of why it's so difficult to confront our parents about their controlling behavior is because we don't want to disappoint or anger them, how resentment kills a marriage and 5 ways you can kill - so far i've stayed away from the attachment parenting debate as much as possible but i can't get his words or his sad face out of my mind, if women were oppressed men suffered right alongside them - anytime you start arguing with a woman about women's rights the argument will often stall with the phrase but we have been oppressed for so long so we deserve more than you as if it was on par with slavery of black people or the holocaust for the jews, 10 things not to say to a depressed person and please don't - i cringed at these things my friends said to me these few years for those of you who don't really get us i've decided to let you know 10 things not to say to a depressed person from my own experience and be warned for if you ever dare to even start uttering the below to, silent treatment preferred weapon of people with narcissism - for those in or getting out of a romantic relationship with a self absorbed individual the silent treatment can feel like a punishment worse than death
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